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Preface 
Thank you for choosing SD700 series AC servo driver. 

SD700 series AC servo driver is our general high-performance servo driver. This product adopts a series of 

advanced motor control algorithms and 24 bits high precision encoder. It has the characteristics of high control precision, 

fast tracking response, simple and convenient debugging. It can meet the function and performance of the high-end 

servo application requirements. The product has built-in point control function, electronic cam, RS485 interface, 

CANopen interface, 16 bit analog input and other rich application expansion functions. It can provide high reliability 

and high cost performance solutions for machine tools, electronic equipment, robots, textiles, packaging and so on. 

This manual only provides the introduction of safety precautions, installation and wiring, functional code sheets, 

troubleshoot and countermeasures, and monitoring parameter description. Detailed functional annotations and 

application notes refer to the SD700 series product manuals or consulting our company. This manual is the basic 

guidance document for your proper use, giving full play to its superior performance and safe operation. Please read it 

carefully and keep it properly, and hand it over to the end user of this product. 

In the course of using, if you have any difficult problems or special requirements, please contact with our company 

(Office) or distributor at any time. You can also contact our customer service center directly. We will serve you 

wholeheartedly. 

Our company has been committed to the continuous optimization of products. Therefore, this series of products and 

related information may be optimized or changed, and there is possibility of change. If there is any change, no notice 

will be given. 

 

Safety precautions 
To ensure the safe and reasonable use of this product, please use the product after fully understanding the safety 

precautions described in this manual. 

Operational qualification 

This product must be operated by trained professionals. The operator must undergo professional skills training, 

familiar with the installation, wiring, operation and maintenance of the equipment, and correctly deal with all kinds of 

emergencies in use. 

Safety guidance 

The warning sign is for your safety. It is a measure to prevent operators from being injured and damage to this 

product and associated system. Please read this manual carefully before use and strictly follow the safety rules and 

warning signs in this manual. 

 Proper transportation, storage, installation and careful operation and maintenance are very important for the safe 

operation of the servo system. During transportation and storage, the servo system must not be subjected to impact and 

vibration, and must also be kept in dry, non corrosive gas, conductive dust and ambient temperature less than 60 degrees 

Celsius. 

 This product has a dangerous voltage, and it is controlled by a potentially dangerous sports organization. If it fails 

to comply with the regulations or does not comply with the requirements of this manual, it may lead to personal injury, 

damage to the product and associated systems. 

 Do not connect with the power supply, otherwise you will be in danger of electrocution. When the wiring, 

inspection, maintenance and other operations, please cut off the power of all associated devices, and confirm that the DC 

voltage of the main circuit has dropped to a safe level, and then wait for 10 minutes to do the related work. 

 The power line, motor line and control line must be fastened and connected. The earthing terminals must be 
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reliably grounded and the earth resistance is less than 10 ohms. 

 The static electricity of the body will seriously damage the internal sensitive devices. Before conducting related 

operations, please comply with the measures and methods stipulated in the electrostatic prevention measure (ESD), 

otherwise it may damage the servo system. 

 Since the output voltage of the servo system is a pulse waveform, if the output side is equipped with a capacitor 

for improving the power factor or a varistor for lightning protection, it is necessary to dismantle or refit the input side of 

the servo system. 

 No switching devices such as circuit breakers and contactors should be added to the output side of the servo 

system. If the switch device must be connected to the output side, the output current of the servo system must be 

guaranteed to be zero when controlling the switch. 

 No matter where the fault occurs in the control equipment, it is possible to stop production and major accidents. 

Therefore, please select the necessary external protective measures or stanDBy devices. 

 This product can only be used in accordance with the purpose specified by the manufacturer, and shall not be 

used in special fields such as emergency, rescue, shipping, medical, aviation, nuclear facilities, etc. without permission. 

 The maintenance of this product can only be carried out by our company or the professional licensed by the 

company. Unauthorized modification and use of non company accessories may result in product failure. Any defective 

device must be replaced in time. 
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1. Installation and wiring 

1.1. Installation dimension 
W

H
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Struct

ure 
Machine model 

Outline size (mm) Installation dimension (mm) Inst

alla

tion 

aper

ture 

W H D W1 W2 H1 A B 

SIZE A 

SD700-1R1A-** 

45 168 170 \ 20 160 7.5 5 2-M4 SD700-1R8A-** 

SD700-3R3A-** 

SIZE B 

SD700-5R5A-** 

71 168 180 58 58 160 6.5 5 3-M4 

SD700-7R6A-** 

SD700-9R5A-** 

SD700-2R5D-** 

SD700-3R8D-** 

SIZE C 

SD700-160A-** 

92.5 188 182 82.5 75 180 5 5 3-M4 
SD700-6R0D-** 

SD700-8R4D-** 

SD700-110D-** 

SIZE D 

SD700-170D-** 

120 260 210 100 84.5 250 10 7.2 4-M5 SD700-240D-** 

SD700-300D-** 
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Structure Machine model 
Outline size (mm) Installation dimension (mm) Installation 

aperture W H D W1 W2 H1 H2 

SIZE E 
SD700-500D-** 

210 471 254 140 140 457 434.5 4-M6 
SD700-600D-** 

 
SIZE F 

SD700-700D-** 
240 558 310 176 176 544 520 4-M6 SD700-800D-** 

SD700-121D-** 

 
 

1.2. Main circuit terminal size 
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Main circuit interface 

Needle 

number 

Signal 

name 
Function 

1 L1（R） 
Main circuit power input 

Please confirm whether the input power is 220V or 400V according to the 

nameplate. 

220V model: 200V ~ 240V, -15% ~ +10% 50/60Hz 

400V model: 380V ~ 440V, -15% ~ +10% 50/60Hz 

Note: "L3" terminals, SD700-1R1A, 1R8A and 3R3A models are single-phase 

input without this pin. 

2 L2(S) 

3 L3(T) 

4 L1C Control power input 
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5 L2C The power input requirements are same with L1, L2 and L3. 

6 B1/+ 
Regenerative resistor connection terminal 

When SD700-1R1A, 1R8A and 3R3A have insufficient regenerative braking 

capability, they connect external regenerative resistors between B1/+ 

and B2. The other models remove the short or short connections between 

B2-B3, connect external regenerative resistors between B1/+ and B2, and 

purchase external regenerative resistors. 

The "B1/+" terminal can be used for common DC bus positive power 

terminals. 

Note: "B3" terminals, SD700-1R1A, 1R8A and 3R3A do not have this pin. 

7 B2(PB) 

8 B3 

9 - "-" terminals can be used for common DC bus negative power terminals. 

10 U 

Connect U, V and W phases of motor 11 V 

12 W 

13  Safely 

 

1.3.  CN1 control end word 

 
 

1.4. Cn2 encoder signal terminal 
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Note:  when  using  the  multi  loop  absolute  encoder,  pay  attention  to  the 

connection of battery and serial data. 

1.5. Motor power terminal 
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110/130/180 flange (E2, D2) motor power line definition 
Signal definition Foot position 

number 
Core color 

U D blue 
V E Brown 
W F red 
PE G Yellow green 
BAKE+ A red 
BAKE+ B black 

 

 
 

1.6. CN6A/CN6B bus communication terminal 
 

According to the different models, the definition of the port is different, and the definition of the interface 
should be confirmed after using the model. 

The field identification bit is P: pulse type; S: standard type; C:CANopen bus type. 

 
 
The field identification bit is P: pulse type; S: standard type; C:CANopen bus type. 

CN6A/CN6B interface definition 

Needle 

number 
Signal name Function Needle number Signal name Function 

 1 CANH Can data + 6 -  

2 CANL Can data - 7 GND 
485 signal 

ground 

3 CANG 
Can signal 

ground 
8 - - 

4 485- 485 data - Shell Shield Shield 

5 485+ 485 data +    

 
The field identification bit is M: MECHATROLINK‐II bus type. 

CN6A/CN6B interface definition 

Needle 

number 
 Signal name  function  

1 SRD+ M-II data + 6 - - 

AC
DEF

GI H

B
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2 SRD- M-II data - 7 - - 

3 - - 8 - - 

4 - - Shell Shield Shield 

5 - -    

 
The field identification bit is N:EtherCAT bus type; L: MECHATROLINK‐III bus type. 

CN6A/CN6B interface definition 

Needle 

number 
Signal name function Needle number Signal name function 

1 TX+ Data sending + 6 RX- Data reception - 

2 TX- 
Data 

transmission - 
7 - - 

3 RX+ Data reception + 8 - - 

4 - - Shell Shield Shield 

5 - -    

Regarding the simultaneous use of multiple drives, the cascading mode is CN6A input and CN6B out. The 

cascaded cable is below 50cm, and the last CN6B must connect the terminal resistance as the case may be. 

1.7. Keyboard and function 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key name Key function 

MODE/SET key 

Key for function mode switching 

Key for parameter setting confirmation 

Key for auxiliary function execution 

▲ UP key 
It is used to select parameters or increase numeric values. For multi segment display, the 

parameters can be used to switch high, middle and low segment values. 

DOWN key 
It can be used to select parameters or reduce numerical values. The parameters for multi segment 

display can be used to switch high, middle and low segment values. 

DATA/SHIFT 

key 

Press the data/shift key for about 1 seconds to enter or exit. 

Short press for left shift one bit (blinking) 

Note: holding the UP key and the DOWN key at the same time can reset the servo alarm. Before the servo alarm is reset, it is necessary to 

M ODE

SET

DATA
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exclude the cause of the alarm. 

 

1.8. Output port considerations 
 

 

1.9. Brake wiring 
When the servomotor is used for the vertical axis, the brake can be used to prevent or maintain 

the speed of the falling of the weight when the servo driver is cut off. 

 
 The 24V power supply for electromagnetic brake requires a special power supply from users. 

Do not share the power with the control signal. 

 The relay coil    is shown in the picture. Please note the direction of the diode. 

 The electromagnetic brake is used for maintenance and can not be used for normal parking. 

 Although the electromagnetic brake has the function of preventing or maintaining the 

falling of heavy objects, users are required to install brake devices externally.

 

RY  
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1.10. Example of location control connection 
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1.11. Example of speed control connection 
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1.12. Example of torque control connection 
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2. Testing Running 
2.1. Jog trial run 
The purpose of the jog trial operation is to confirm whether the servo unit and the servo motor are properly 

connected and whether the servo motor is operating normally. 

 Pn500 set the point speed (default value is 500rpm). 

 Pn310 set point acceleration time (default value 0ms). 

 Pn311 set the dynamic deceleration time (default value 0ms). 

Parameter settings panel operation can refer to the Pn group parameter setting method. 

Parameter Pn group setting method: take the setting method of speed loop gain (Pn101) from 40 to 100 for example. 

 

 

After the parameter settings are completed, perform auxiliary function Fn005, panel operation steps: 

 

 

2.2. Bandwidth setting (Fn303) 
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2.3 Restore factory parameters (Fn003) 

 

 

 

2.4 Automatic adjustment of instruction bias (Fn100) 
          The  servo  off  inputs  0V  instruction  voltage  from  the  upper  device  or  the  external 

loop.   

 

 

2.5 Current bias automatic adjustment (Fn103)  
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3 Functional code list 
3.1 Group Pn0 basic control 
Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn000 

Control mode selection 0~11 0 - 0x0000 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- position mode  1- analog speed  2- torque mode  3- internal speed  4- internal speed < > analog speed  

5- internal speed < > position mode  6- internal speed < > torque mode  7- position mode < > analog speed  

8- position mode < > torque mode   9- torque mode < > analog speed.  

10- analog speed < < zero bit function speed mode  11- position mode < > position mode forbidden by instruction pulse. 

Pn001 
Internal enable 0~1 0 - 0x0001 

Immediate 

effect 

0- enables 0ff  1- to enable on 

Pn002 
Motor rotation direction selection 0~1 0 - 0x0002 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Facing the motor end face: 0- is clockwise positive  1- and clockwise direction is positive. 

Pn003 

Default monitoring parameters 0x0~0xfff 0xfff - 0x0003 
Immediate 

effect 

Set up the default monitoring parameters after power up, set the value to see the monitoring parameters in detail, 0xfff 

indicates that the monitoring parameters are not displayed and the system status is displayed. 

Pn004 

Selection of stop methods for servo off 

and first kinds of alerts 
0~2 0 － 0x0004 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- stops the motor 1- through DB,  stops the motor through DB, then releases DB  2-, does not use DB, so that the 

motor is in free motion state. 

Pn005 

Second types of alarm stopping 

methods for servo selection 
0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0005 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- zero speed stop: set speed command to "0", execute fast stop  1- and Pn004 stop method same. 

Pn006 
Overrange warning detection selection 0~1 0 － 0x0006 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- over limit warning is not detected when  1- limit is exceeded. 

Pn007 

Stop method selection for servo 

override (OT) 
0~2 0 － 0x0007 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0-Same with Pn004 stop method 

1- Set the torque of Pn053 as the maximum value, slow down after shutdown and enter the locked state. 

2- Takes the torque set by Pn053 as the maximum value, and then slows down and enters the free running state. 

Pn008 
Servo locking time after brake of 

electromagnetic brake 
0~50 0 10ms 0x0008 

Immediate 

effect 
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When the servomotor is enabled but not running and is in a stop state, when the brake (/BK) signal and the servo ON 

(/S-ON) signal are OFF at the same time, setting this parameter can change the time of the brake signal (/BK) off to the 

time when the motor is actually not in power. 

Pn009 

Brake delay of electromagnetic brake 10~100 50 10ms 0x0009 
Immediate 

effect 

When the servo motor rotates in the servo OFF/, when the alarm / main circuit off occurs, the servomotor is not energized, 

and the output time of the brake signal (/BK) OFF can be adjusted by this parameter and the braking delay time of the 

brake (any one meet). 

Pn010 
Delay release speed of brake for 

electromagnetic brake 
0~10000 100 rpm 0x0010 

Immediate 

effect 

Pn012 External regeneration resistance power 0~65535 0 10W 0x0012 
Immediate 

effect 

Pn013 External regenerative resistance 0~65535 0 mΩ 0x0013 
Immediate 

effect 

Pn015 

Overload warning value 1~100 20 % 0x0015 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Setting this parameter can change the overload warning detection time, for example, the overload warning time at the 

factory is 20% of the overload alarm detection time.  

  Pn016 Motor current overload detection base 

current derating setting 

10~100 100 % 0x0016 Power 

failure 

effective 

 Pn030 Retention parameter 0~65535 0 - 0x0030 
Immediate 

effect 

Pn031 

Parameter modification operation 

locking 
0~1 0 - 0x0031 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- allows the panel to modify the parameter  1-. No panel modification parameters are allowed. 

Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn040 
The use of absolute encoder 0~1 0 － 0x0040 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- uses absolute encoder as absolute value encoder  1- uses absolute encoder as incremental value encoder: 

Pn041 

Alarm / warning selection for absolute 

encoder battery under voltage 
0~1 0 － 0x0041 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- sets the battery voltage low to 1- and sets the battery voltage low as a warning. 

Pn044 
Full closed loop application related 

switch 
0-51 1 － 0x0044 

Power 

failure 

effective 

 

The 0: encoder has pulse frequency output, the grating ruler power is effective, the grating ruler signal does not filter the 

1: pulse output, the grating ruler power is effective, and the grating ruler signal is not filtered. 

18: encoder pulse frequency output, grating scale power supply invalid, 0~4MHZ filter  
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19: grating ruler pulse output, grating scale power supply invalid, 0~4MHZ filtering 

Pn045 

Functional selection under voltage 0x00~0x02 0 － 0x0045 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0-does not detect the main circuit drop warning  

1- detection of the main circuit drop warning 2- detection of the main circuit drop warning and torque limit. 

Pn046 

Torque limit during main circuit voltage 

drop 
0~100 50 % 0x0046 

Immediate 

effect 

According to the under voltage warning, the torque limit is applied to the servo unit, as shown in the "torque limit under 

voltage". 

Pn047 

Torque limit relief time for main circuit 

voltage drop 
0~1000 100 ms 0x0047 

Immediate 

effect 

After the undervoltage warning is relieved, the torque limit value of the servo unit is controlled according to the setting time 

servo. 

Pn050 

Torque limiting mode setting 0~3 1 - 0x0050 
Immediate 

effect 

0 - analog torque (torque mode invalid)  

1 - maximum torque limit 1 

2 - positive maximum torque limit 1; reverse maximum torque limit 2  

3 - Switching value "Torque limit switch" .When it is OFF: the maximum torque limit 1. When it is ON: the maximum 

torque limit 2 

Pn051 Maximum torque limit 1 0~500 500 % 0x0051 Immediate 

effect 

Pn052 Maximum torque limit 2 0~500 500 % 0x0052 
Immediate 

effect 

Pn053 Emergency stop torque 0~800 800 % 0x0053 
Immediate 

effect 

Pn061 
Panel parameter display selection 0x00~0x01 1 － 0x0061 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- only displays the settings parameter   1- to display all parameters. 

Pn070 

Encoder frequency division pulse count 16~4194304 2048 - 0x0070 

Power 

failure 

effective 

According to the setting value of the parameter, the number of pulses per cycle from the encoder is processed by frequency 

division. Please set the system according to the specifications of the machine and the upper device. 

Pn072 

Frequency output inversion 0~1 0 - 0x0072 

Power 

failure 

effective 

The 0- pulse output is not reversed: when the forward turns, A is ahead of B  1- pulse output is reversed: when the forward 

turns, B is ahead of A 

Pn080 Local communication address 0x00~0x7F 1 － 0x0080 

Power 

failure 

effective 
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Pn081 
485 communication baud rate selection 0~4 1 － 0x0081 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0-9600bps       1-19200bps      2-38400bps       3-57600bps     4-115200bps 

Pn082 

485 communication check mode 0~5 1 － 0x0082 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- no check (N, 8,1)  1- even parity check (E, 8,1)  2- odd parity check (O, 8,1)  3- no check (N, 8,2)  4- even parity 

check (E, 8,2)  5-odd parity check（O,8,2） 

Pn083 

Baud rate selection for Canopen 

communication 
0~6 4    －  0x0083 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0: 20kbps    1: 50kbps    2: 100kbps     3: 125kbps     4: 250kbps    5: 500kbps    6: 1000kbps 

Pn085 

Communication data storage EEPROM 0x0~0xFFF  0x1 -  0x0085 

  Power 

failure 

effective 

Bit0: 0: stores data to Eeprom  1: and does not store data to Eeprom 

Bit1: 0: is powered on, the value of Pn085 is coercion Bit0 is 1  1:. When the power on is activated, the value of Pn085 is 

not forced to Bit0 1. 
 
 

3.2 Group Pn1 gain class 
Function 

code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn100 
Rotary inertia ratio 0~20000 100 % 0x0100 

Immediat

e effect 

Rotary inertia ratio = motor shaft conversion load inertia / servo motor rotor inertia *100% 

Pn101 

First speed gain 1~2000 40.0 Hz 0x0101 
Immediat

e effect 

Parameters that determine speed loop responsiveness. Because the response of the speed loop is low, it will become the 

delay element of the outer position loop. Therefore, overshoot or speed instruction will be vibrated. The larger the setting 

value is, the more stable the servo system and the better response will be. 

Pn102 

First velocity integral time constant 0.15~512 20.00 ms 0x0102 
Immediat

e effect 

In order to respond to the tiny input, the speed loop contains integral elements. Because the integral element is a delay 

factor for the servo system, when the time parameter is set too large, the overshoot will occur, or the positioning time will 

be prolonged, which will make the response worse. 

Pn103 

First position gain 1~2000 40.0 1/s 0x0103 
Immediat

e effect 

The response of the position loop is determined by the gain of the position loop. The higher the setting of the position 

loop gain is, the higher the responsiveness and the shorter positioning time will be. The gain of the position loop can not 

be raised beyond the rigidity of the mechanical system. 

Pn104 First torque command filter 0~655.35 1.00 ms 0x0104 
Immediat

e effect 
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Adjusting the parameters of the torque command filter may eliminate the vibration caused by the servo drive. The 

smaller the value is, the better the response can be controlled, but it is restricted by the machine condition. 

Pn105 

Second speed gain 1~2000 40.0 Hz 0x0105 
Immediat

e effect 

Parameters that determine speed loop responsiveness. Because the response of the speed loop is low, it will become the 

delay element of the outer position loop. Therefore, overshoot or speed instruction will be vibrated. The larger the setting 

value is, the more stable the servo system and the better response will be. 

Pn106 

Second velocity integral time constant 0.15~512 20.00 ms 0x0106 
Immediat

e effect 

In order to respond to the tiny input, the speed loop contains integral elements. Because the integral element is a delay 

factor for the servo system, when the time parameter is set too large, the overshoot will occur, or the positioning time will 

be prolonged, which will make the response worse. 

Pn107 

Second position gain 1~2000 40.0 1/s 0x0107 
Immediat

e effect 

The response of the position loop is determined by the gain of the position loop. The higher the setting of the position 

loop gain, the higher the responsiveness and the shorter the positioning time. The gain of the position loop can not be 

raised beyond the rigidity of the mechanical system. 

Pn108 

Second torque command filter 0~655.35 1.00 ms 0x0108 
Immediat

e effect 

Adjusting the parameters of the torque command filter may eliminate the vibration caused by the servo drive. The 

smaller the value, the better the response can be controlled, but it is restricted by the machine condition. 

Pn110 

Gain switching mode selector switch 0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0110 
Immediat

e effect 

0- Manual gain switching by external input signal (G-SEL). 

1- automatic switching condition is established (Pn111), automatically switching from first gain to second gain, 

otherwise, switch back to first gain. 

Pn111 

Condition control gain automatic 

switching condition 
0x00~0x05 0 － 0x0111 

Immediat

e effect 

0-positioning complete signal ON  1- positioning completion signal OFF  2- positioning close to signal ON  

3- positioning close to signal OFF  4- Zero after position command filtering and pulse input OFF  

5- position instruction pulse input OFF 

If the condition is satisfied, switch to second gain, otherwise switch to first gain. 

Pn112 

Gain switching time 1 0~65535 0 ms 0x0112 
Immediat

e effect 

From the time when the switching condition is established, after the waiting time, the gain of the first position loop to the 

second position loop changes linearly during the switching transition time. 

Pn113 

Gain switching time 2 0~65535 0 ms 0x0113 
Immediat

e effect 

From the time when the switching condition is established, after the waiting time, the gain of the second position loop to 

the first position loop changes linearly during the switching transition time. 

Pn114 
Gain switching wait time 1 0~65535 0 ms 0x0114 

Immediat

e effect 

The first gain to second gain switching condition is set to the waiting time of the real start switch. 

Function Parameter name Range Default Company Postal Effective 
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code value address way 

Pn115 
Gain switching wait time 2 0~65535 0 ms 0x0115 

Immediat

e effect 

Second the gain to the first gain switching condition is set to the waiting time of the real start switch. 

Pn121 

Speed feed forward gain 0~100 0 % 0x0121 
Immediat

e effect 

Speed feedforward is the function of shortening the positioning time. When the servo unit performs position control, the 

function is effective. 

Note: overshoot occurs when the feed forward instruction is too large. Please set the appropriate response when 

observing the response. 

Pn122 

Speed feedforward filter time 0~64 0.00 ms 0x0122 
Immediat

e effect 

Speed feed-forward low pass filter time constant can slow down the position overshoot and torque jump caused by 

feedforward. 

Pn123 

Using V-REF as speed feedforward 

selection 
0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0123 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Speed feedforward is the function of shortening the positioning time, and it can be selected by external analog V-REF at 

a given speed. 

0- has no 1- and uses V-REF as speed feed forward input. 

Pn124 

Speed / location control selection 

(T-TEF assignment) 
0~1 0 － 0x0124 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Torque feedforward is the function of shortening the positioning time, and it can be selected by external analog T-TEF 

with a given torque feedforward. 

0- has no 1- and uses T-TEF as torque feedforward input. 

Pn130 
Control method of speed loop (pi/ip) 0~1 0 － 0x0130 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0-pi control 1-i-p control 

Pn131 

Speed loop PI-P switch condition 

selection switch 
0x00~0x04 0 － 0x0131 

Immediat

e effect 

0- takes the internal torque command as the condition, 1- takes the speed command as the condition, and 2- takes 

acceleration as the condition. 

3- takes position bias pulse as the condition, 4- mode switch function. 

Pn132 

Speed loop PI-P switching condition 

(torque command) 
0~800 200 % 0x0132 

Immediat

e effect 

When the torque command exceeds the torque set by the parameter, the speed loop will be switched to P control, 

otherwise it will be PI control. 

Pn133 

Speed loop PI-P switching condition 

(speed command) 
0~10000 0 rpm 0x0133 

Immediat

e effect 

When the speed command exceeds the speed set by the parameter, the speed loop will be switched to P control, 

otherwise it will be PI control. 

Pn134 Speed loop PI-P switching condition 0~30000 0 rpm/s 0x0134 Immediat
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(acceleration) e effect 

When the speed command exceeds the acceleration set by this parameter, the speed loop will be switched to P control, 

otherwise it will be PI control. 

Pn135 

Speed loop PI-P switching condition 

(position deviation) 
0~10000 0 Command unit 0x0135 

Immediat

e effect 

When the position deviation exceeds the value set by this parameter, the speed loop will be switched to P control, 

otherwise it will be PI control. 

Pn140 

 

Medium frequency vibration 

suppression control selection 
0x00~0x11 0x0010 － 0x0140 

Immediat

e effect 

0x1#: automatically set up the medium frequency suppression frequency by 0x#1:, and set up the medium frequency 

suppression frequency by intelligent setting and bandwidth setting. 

0x0#: no intelligent setting or bandwidth setting is set automatically. Only 0x#0: can be set manually. If the frequency is 

suppressed, the frequency will be invalid. 

Pn142 

Intermediate frequency suppressing 

vibration frequency 
1~3000 100.0 Hz 0x0142 

Immediat

e effect 

Set up intermediate frequency vibration suppression frequency. 

Pn143 

Intermediate frequency damping gain 0~300 0 % 0x0143 
Immediat

e effect 

Increasing this parameter can increase the vibration suppression effect, but setting up too large may increase the 

vibration. When you confirm the vibration suppression effect, increase the set value gradually in 10% to 10% in the 

range of 0% ~ 200%, stop the setting and reduce the control gain appropriately. 

Pn150 

Notch filter 1 automatic adjustment 

selection 
0x00~0x01 1 － 0x0150 

Immediat

e effect 

0- does not automatically adjust 1- through auxiliary functions, and automatically adjusts through auxiliary functions. 

Pn151 

Notch filter 2 automatic adjustment 

selection 
0x00~0x01 1 － 0x0151 

Immediat

e effect 

0- does not automatically adjust 1- through auxiliary functions, and automatically adjusts through auxiliary functions. 

Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 
 

Pn152 

Sensitivity of automatic notch 

resonance detection 
1~200 100 % 0x0152 

Immediat

e effect 

Used to set the sensitivity of automatic detection of resonance frequency. The smaller the set value, the more sensitive to 

resonance, and the easier it is to detect vibration. Setting the value too small may cause incorrect resonance frequency 

detection. 

Pn153 

Notch filter 1 frequency 50~5000 5000 Hz 0x0153 
Immediat

e effect 

The frequency of the second notch filter is set to suppress resonance. When the parameter is set to 5000, the function of 

the notch filter is invalid. 

Note: do not set the notch filter frequency as close to the response frequency of the speed loop, at least 4 times the gain of 

the speed loop, otherwise it may affect the overall performance of the system. 

Pn154 

Notch filter 1q value 0.5~10 0.70 - 0x0154 
Immediat

e effect 

The Q value of the notch filter is that the relative notch filter frequency determines the set value of the filter frequency 

width, and the width of the dent varies with the Q value of the notch filter. The larger the value of the notch filter Q, the 
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more severe the dent is, and the narrower the width of the filter frequency is. 

Pn155 

Notch filter 1 depth 0~1 0.000 - 0x0155 
Immediat

e effect 

The depth of the notch filter is defined as the set point of the relative notch filter frequency, which determines the depth 

of the filtering frequency. The depth of the dent varies with the depth of the notch filter. The smaller the depth of the 

notch filter, the deeper the dent, the higher the vibration suppression effect. 

Pn156 

Notch filter 2 frequency 50~5000 5000 Hz 0x0156 
Immediat

e effect 

The frequency of the second notch filter is set to suppress resonance. When the parameter is set to 5000, the function of 

the notch filter is invalid. 

Pn157 

Notch filter 2q value 0.5~10 0.70 - 0x0157 
Immediat

e effect 

The Q value of the notch filter is that the relative notch filter frequency determines the set value of the filter frequency 

width, and the width of the dent varies with the Q value of the notch filter. The larger the value of the notch filter Q, the 

more severe the dent is, and the narrower the width of the filter frequency is. 

Pn158 

Notch filter 2 depth 0~1 0.000 - 0x0158 
Immediat

e effect 

Notch filter depth refers to the relative notch filter frequency, which determines the setting value of the filter frequency 

depth. The depth of the dent varies with the depth of the notch filter. The smaller the depth of the notch filter, the deeper 

the dent, the higher the vibration suppression effect, but the smaller the vibration will increase the vibration. 

Pn160 

Disturbance compensation function 

selection 
0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0160 

Immediat

e effect 

Set up disturbance compensation function switch: 0- does not use 1-. 

Pn161 

Cut-off frequency of disturbance 

observer 
1~1000 150.0 Hz 0x0161 

Immediat

e effect 

Setting disturbance compensation gain can increase the effect of suppressing disturbance, but excessive noise will 

increase. 

Pn163 

Disturbance compensation coefficient 0~100 0 % 0x0163 
Immediat

e effect 

Set the disturbance compensation coefficient, set the received position instruction or speed instruction, and add the 

disturbance torque compensation value to the torque command. 

Pn165 

Inertia correction coefficient of 

disturbance observer 
1~1000 100 % 0x0165 

Immediat

e effect 

The inertia of disturbance observer is set up by this parameter to adjust the identification error caused by inaccuracy of 

inertia settings. 

Note: when the inertia ratio is set correctly, the value is set to 100. 

Pn166 
Speed observer switch 0~1 0  0x0166 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Set speed observation function switch: 0- invalid 1- effective 

Pn167 

Cut-off frequency of speed observer 1~500 80 Hz 0x0167 
Immediat

e effect 

By setting the speed observer bandwidth by this parameter, increasing the set value will increase the response speed of 

the speed feeDBack value to track the real speed, and it will cause vibration and noise if it is too large. 
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Pn170 

Friction torque compensation cut-off 

speed 
0~1000 20 rpm 0x0170 

Immediat

e effect 

The friction compensation function is to correct the viscous friction changes and fixed load changes, and adjust the 

friction compensation coefficient. Usually, the friction compensation coefficient should be set below 95%. If the effect is 

not obvious, please increase the friction compensation cut-off speed within a range of 10% without vibration. 

Pn171 

Forward compensation coefficient of 

friction torque 
0~100 0 %/100rpm 0x0171 

Immediat

e effect 

The higher the set point is, the better the effect is. However, if the setting value is too high, the vibration of the response 

will be more likely to occur. Usually, set the value below 95%. 

Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 
 

Pn172 

Friction torque reverse compensation 

coefficient 
0~100 0 %/100rpm 0x0172 

Immediat

e effect 

The higher the set point is, the better the effect is. However, if the setting value is too high, the vibration of the response 

will be more likely to occur. Usually, set the value below 95%. 

Pn175 
Robust control selection 0x00~0x01 1 － 0x0175 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Set up robust control function switch: 0- invalid 1- effective 

Pn177 

Robust control tuning value 10~80 40.0 Hz 0x0177 
Immediat

e effect 

The gain tuning value of the robust control is set. The larger the value is, the faster the system responds, but the overshoot 

and noise of the system will be excessive. 

Pn178 

Robust control minimum load value 0~500 0 % 0x0178 
Immediat

e effect 

The load factor of robust control is set. The larger the value is, the faster the system responds. However, the system noise 

may be too large. When the inertia is large, increasing the value appropriately can reduce overshoot and overshoot. 

Pn185 
Vibration detection and selection 0x00~0x02 0 － 0x0185 

Immediat

e effect 

0- does not detect vibration 1- vibration detection issued a warning after 2- vibration detection alarm. 

Pn186 

Sensitivity of vibration detection 50~500 100 % 0x0186 
Immediat

e effect 

The sensitivity of setting up the vibration is set. The smaller the setting value is, the more sensitive it is. If the setting is 

too small, the vibration will be detected mistakenly. 

Pn187 

Vibration detection value 0~5000 50 rpm 0x0187 
Immediat

e effect 

Setting the threshold of vibration detection, the smaller the setting is, the easier it is to detect vibration. If it is too small, it 

will detect vibration in normal operation. 
 

3.3 Group Pn2 location class 
Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company Postal address 

Effective 

way 

Pn200 Pulse input filter selection 0~2 0 - 0x0200 
Power 

failure 
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Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company Postal address 

Effective 

way 

effective 

0- line drive filter ~1MHZ   1- collector open circuit filter   2- line drive filter 1~4MHZ 

Pn201 

Pulse input form 0~6 0 - 0x0201 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- pulse + directional logic  1-CW+CCW positive logic  4- orthogonal coding 4 times  5- pulse + directional negative 

logic  6-CW+CCW negative logic 

Pn202 
Pulse input direction reversed 0~1 0 - 0x0202 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Set the pulse input direction to reverse selection: 0- positive  1- negative polarity. 

Pn203 

Instruction pulse input rate 1~100 1 X1 times 0x0203 
Immediate 

effect 

Set the instruction pulse input multiplier value, with the ON/OFF of the command pulse rate switching signal, switch the 

input multiplier of the position instruction pulse to 1 times and the multiple of the parameter setting. 

Pn204 

 

Pn206 

Electronic gear ratio molecule 0~1073741824 64 - 
0x0206 

0x0207 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Electronic gear ratio denominator 1~1073741824 1 - 
0x0208 

0x0209 

Power 

failure 

effective 

The full closed loop mode is invalid. 

1
=

1 2
N

r N
电子齿轮比分子 编码器分辨率
减速比

电子齿轮比分母 上位系统 发脉冲数  

Full closed loop effective time: 

1 0.5 1
= = =

1 0.5 1

电子齿轮比分子 输入指令个脉冲对应移动量

电子齿轮比分母 光栅尺输出个脉冲对应的移动量  

 

Pn211 

Location instruction low pass filter 

time constant 
0~655 0 ms 0x0211 

Cease to 

take effect 

The time constant of the first order low pass filter of the corresponding position instruction is set by this parameter. The 

setting of the parameter can reduce the mechanical impact when the input pulse frequency is abrupt. 

Pn212 

Location instruction moving average 

filtering time 
0~1000 0 ms 0x0212 

Cease to 

take effect 

The time constant of the sliding average filter of the corresponding position instruction is set by this parameter. The 

setting of the parameter can reduce the mechanical impact when the input pulse frequency is abrupt. 

Pn230 

Selection of low frequency vibration 

suppression 
0x00~0x02 0 － 0x0230 

Immediate 

effect 

0- does not carry out vibration suppression, 1- adds vibration suppression function to specific frequency, 2- adds vibration 

suppression function to 2 different frequencies. 

Pn231 Low frequency vibration suppression 0x00~0x01 1 － 0x0231 Immediate 
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Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company Postal address 

Effective 

way 

function automatic adjustment 

selection 

effect 

0- Vibration suppression function is not automatically adjusted by auxiliary functions   1- Vibration suppression 

function automatically adjusted by auxiliary function 

Pn232 

Sensitivity of low frequency vibration 

detection 
0.1~300 40.0 % 0x0232 

Immediate 

effect 

When the parameter is set, the sensitivity of low frequency vibration detection and the smaller the sensitivity setting, the 

easier it is to detect the low frequency vibration frequency automatically. 

Pn235 

Low frequency vibration suppresses 1 

frequency 
1~200 200.0 Hz 0x0235 

Immediate 

effect 

This parameter is used to set low frequency vibration to suppress 1 of the frequency. 

Pn236 

Low frequency vibration suppression 

1 correction 
10~1000 100 % 0x0236 

Immediate 

effect 

This parameter is used to set up the correction coefficient of low frequency vibration to suppress 1. The larger the value is, 

the more obvious the effect of low frequency suppression will be. 

Pn237 

Low frequency vibration suppresses 2 

frequency 
1~200 200.0 Hz 0x0237 

Immediate 

effect 

This parameter is used to set low frequency vibration to suppress 2 of the frequency. 

Pn238 

Low frequency vibration suppression 

2 correction 
10~1000 100 % 0x0238 

Immediate 

effect 

This parameter is used to set up the correction coefficient of low frequency vibration to suppress 2. The larger the value is, 

the more obvious the effect of low frequency suppression will be. 

Pn240 
Model tracking control selection 0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0240 

Immediate 

effect 

0- does not use model tracking control 1- use model tracking control. 

Pn241 

Model tracking control gain 1~2000 50.0 1/s 0x0241 
Immediate 

effect 

The value of the model tracking control gain determines the response speed of the servo system. Improves the tracking 

control gain of the servo system responds quickly, and the positioning time becomes shorter. When the model tracking 

control is effective, the position response and deviation of the servo system are determined by this parameter instead of 

the position gain. 

Pn242 

Model tracking control attenuation 

coefficient 
50~200 100.0 % 0x0242 

Immediate 

effect 

The model tracking attenuation coefficient is reduced, and the position setting section is liable to overshoot and overshoot. 

And if the setting is too small, it will easily cause position fluctuation. When the value is increased, the position overshoot 

is reduced, but when the position is too large, the position is easy to rebound, resulting in a longer positioning time. It is 

recommended that the value be kept at 100 in general. 

Pn243 

Model tracking control speed feed 

forward gain 
0~1000 100.0 % 0x0243 

Immediate 

effect 

The model tracking speed feedforward gain is reduced and the response is slowed, but it is not easy to generate position 

overshoot. If the value is too small, it will easily lead to a long ending time of position deviation. 

Pn244 Model tracking control forward torque 0~1000 100.0 % 0x0244 Immediate 
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Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company Postal address 

Effective 

way 

feedforward gain effect 

The forward position instruction is used to adjust the forward response individually. When the parameter is used, the 

torque feedforward increases rapidly, and the positioning time can be shortened appropriately. 

Pn245 

Model tracking control reverse torque 

feedforward gain 
0~1000 100.0 % 0x0245 

Immediate 

effect 

When the negative position instruction is used to adjust the negative response individually, using this parameter, the 

torque feedforward increases rapidly, and the positioning time can be shortened appropriately. 

Pn246 
Second model tracking control gain 1~2000 50.0 1/s 0x0246 

Immediate 

effect 

When the model is valid, the second gain is used. 

Pn247 

Second model tracking control 

attenuation coefficient 
50~200 100.0 % 0x0247 

Immediate 

effect 

When the model is valid, the second gain is used. 

Pn249 

Speed feedforward / torque 

feedforward selection 
0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0249 

Immediate 

effect 

0- does not use model tracking control and external speed and torque feedforward at the same time   1- using model 

tracking control and external speed and torque feedforward at the same time 

Pn250 

External encoder for full closed loop 

control 

Use method 

0~3 0 － 0x0250 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0-Do not use full closed loop function 1- to use in standard operation direction  2-to use in reverse direction of operation. 

Pn252 

Coefficient of deviation between 

motor loads during one full-closed 

rotation 

0~100 20 % 0x0252 
Immediate 

effect 

This parameter indicates the coefficient processing of the motor-load deviation after setting the motor for 1 revolution. If 

this parameter is set to 0%, the deviation after one revolution is 1000. At the beginning of the second run, the deviation is 

accumulated based on 1000 and set to 20%. Accumulate based on the deviation of 200 (1000 20% 200  ) at the start 

of the second run. The setting of this value may be too large to detect Er.d10 normally. It is necessary to set the tolerance 

setting according to the load and inter motor installation. 

Pn253 
External grating resolution 4~1048576 32768 Pulse/r 

0x0253 

0x0254 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Set the resolution of the external scale when the motor runs for 1 revolution (after 4 times the frequency). 

Pn257 

Excessive deviation between motor 

and load 
0~1073741824 1000 

Command 

unit 

0x0257 

0x0258 

Immediate 

effect 

Set the alarm threshold of excessive motor-load deviation. If the value is set too small, Er.d10 may be detected by 

mistake. 

Pn260 

Location close to signal width 1~1073741824 1073741824 
Command 

unit 

0x0260 

0x0261 

Immediate 

effect 

During position control, the host device can receive the positioning approach signal before confirming the positioning 

completion signal, preparing for the sequence of operations after positioning completion, which can reduce the time 

required for the operation when positioning is completed, the number of command pulses and servo The signal is output 
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Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company Postal address 

Effective 

way 

when the difference (position deviation) of the motor movement amount is lower than the set value 

Pn262 

Location completion area 0~1073741824 7 
Command 

unit 

0x0262 

0x0263 

Immediate 

effect 

During position control, the signal indicating the positioning completion of the servo motor. When the difference 

(position deviation) between the number of command pulses from the host device and the servo motor movement is 

lower than the set value of this parameter, a positioning completion signal is output for the host device Confirm that 

positioning is complete 

Pn264 

Maximum location error 1~1073741823 5242880 
Command 

unit 

0x0264 

0x0265 

Immediate 

effect 

When the motor action is inconsistent with the instruction, the abnormal condition can be detected by setting the 

appropriate maximum deviation of the position deviation, so that the motor will stop running. 

Pn266 

Excessive location error warning 

setting 
10~100 100 % 0x0266 

Immediate 

effect 

This parameter sets the excessive position deviation warning threshold. When the position deviation is greater than the 

product of the "maximum position deviation threshold" and this parameter, an excessive position deviation warning will 

be generated. 

Pn267 

When the servo on is too large, the 

position error is too large. 
1~1073741823 5242880 

Command 

unit 

0x0267 

0x0268 

Immediate 

effect 

This parameter is used to set the threshold value of the servo position instantaneous excessive position deviation alarm. 

When the servo is ON, the position deviation value exceeds this set value will generate the servo position instantaneous 

excessive position deviation alarm 

Pn269 

Servo on position error excessive 

warning threshold 
10~100 100 % 0x0269 

Immediate 

effect 

This parameter sets the warning threshold for excessive position deviation. When the servo is ON, the position deviation 

is greater than the product of the "position deviation alarm threshold when the servo is turned on" and this parameter. 

Pn270 

Servo on time speed limit value 0~10000 10000 rpm 0x0270 
Immediate 

effect 

If the servo is turned on while the position deviation is accumulating, the speed limit is executed with this parameter. 

Input the command pulse in this state, and display an alarm "Position excessive alarm caused by speed limit at servo ON" 

when the set value "Maximum Position Deviation Threshold" is exceeded 

Pn272 

Position error clearing mode 0x00~0x03 0 － 0x0272 

Power 

failure 

effective 

 0- level on clears the  1- Clear when rising edge is OFF-> ON  2- clear when level off  3- Clear at falling edge ON-> 

OFF 

Pn273 

Location deviation cleaning mode 

selection 
0x00~0x02 0 － 0x0273 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- servo OFF, alarm, /CLR signal position deviation can be cleared   1- /CLR signal position deviation can be cleared. 

 2- alarm, /CLR signal position deviation can be cleared 4 - position deviation clearance. 

 5- servo off, alarm, limit clearance. 

Pn274 Location completion signal output 0x00~0x02 0 － 0x0274 Power 
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Function 

code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company Postal address 

Effective 

way 

time failure 

effective 

0- Output when the absolute value of the position deviation is less than the positioning completion range (Pn262) 

1- Output when the absolute value of the position deviation is less than the positioning completion range (Pn262) and the 

command after the position command filtering is 0 

2- Output when the absolute value of the position deviation is less than the positioning completion range (Pn262) and the 

position command input is 0 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.4 speed class Pn3 group 
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Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn300 

Analog speed instruction gain 150~3000 600 0.01v/ rating 0x0300 
Immediate 

effect 

By this parameter, the analog voltage value (V-REF) of the speed command required to make the speed of the 

servomotor be rated is set. 

Caution: do not apply voltage above -10~10v. Beyond this range, the driver may be damaged. 

Pn301 

Analog speed instruction 

inversion 
0~1 0 - 0x0301 

Immediate 

effect 

Set the voltage polarity of analog speed instruction. 

0- positive polarity: positive voltage corresponding to positive speed directive  1  - negative polarity: positive voltage 

corresponding to negative speed command. 

Pn302 

Analog speed instruction 

filtering time 
0~655.35 0.40 ms 0x0302 

Immediate 

effect 

One delay filter is applied to the analog speed instruction (V-REF) input, so that the function of smoothing the speed 

instruction is usually not changed. If the setting value is too large, the response may be reduced. 

Pn303 

Analog speed instruction dead 

zone 
0~3 0 V 0x0303 

Immediate 

effect 

In analog speed control, even if the input instruction is 0V, the servomotor can rotate at a very low speed. This is because 

there is a slight deviation in the instruction of the servo unit, and the deviation can be eliminated by setting the 

appropriate analog speed and instruction dead zone. 

 

Internal speed 1 0~10000 100 rpm 0x0304 
Immediate 

effect 

Internal speed 2 0~10000 200 rpm 0x0305 
Immediate 

effect 

Internal speed 3 0~10000 300 rpm 0x0306 
Immediate 

effect 

Pn304 

Pn305 

Pn306 

/ SPD-A   / SPD-B    speed command 

Off        OFF        zero speed 

Off        ON       internal speed 1 

On        ON        internal speed 2 

On        OFF       internal speed 3 

Pn310 

Speed command trapezoidal 

acceleration time 
0~10000 0 ms 0x0310 

Immediate 

effect 

Set the speed from 0r/min to the maximum speed (corresponding to the motor type). When the given speed is greater 

than or less than the maximum speed, the actual acceleration time is calculated according to the ratio. 

Pn311 

Speed command trapezoidal 

deceleration time 
0~10000 0 ms 0x0311 

Immediate 

effect 

Set the maximum speed (corresponding to the motor type) to decelerate to the time required from the 0r/min. When the 

given speed is greater than or less than the maximum speed, the actual deceleration time is calculated according to the 

ratio. 

Pn312 
Zero speed clamping mode 0~3 3 - 0x0312 

Immediate 

effect 

0- invalid. 1- speed command is set to 0. After downtime, there is no clamping   2- speed command is set to 0. After 
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Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

downtime, there is clamping 

3- speed command is lower than the zero speed clamping speed threshold, and the speed command is set at 0. After 

downtime, there is clamping 

Pn313 

Zero speed clamping speed 

threshold 
0~10000 10 rpm 0x0313 

Immediate 

effect 

Zero control switching threshold when "zero speed clamp mode" is set to 3 

Pn317 
Rotation judgment threshold 1~10000 20 rpm 0x0317 

Immediate 

effect 

When the motor speed is above the set value, the switch quantity rotation detection signal (/TGON) is output. 

Pn320 

Speed uniform range 0~100 10 rpm 0x0320 
Immediate 

effect 

When the difference between the speed of the motor and the instruction speed is below the set value, the switching speed 

consistency signal (/V-CMP) is output. 
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3.5 Pn4 group torque class 
Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn400 
Torque command selection 0~1 1 - 0x0400 

Immediat

e effect 

The source of the choice of torque control is: 0- internally set 1- analog input. 

Pn401 

Torque command 2 order 

lowpass filter cut-off 

frequency 

100~5000 5000 Hz 0x0401 
Immediat

e effect 

The cut-off frequency of the two order torque filter is set by this parameter. When the parameter is set to 5000, the 

function of the filter is invalid. 

Pn402 

Torque command 2 order low 

pass filter Q value 
0.5~1 0.50 1 0x0402 

Immediat

e effect 

The Q value of the two order torque filter can be set by this parameter. Increasing the Q value can improve the 

responsiveness of the system, but noise will be generated when it is too large. 

Pn403 

Torque command setting 0~1 0 - 0x0403 
Immediat

e effect 

0- torque command directional selection (/T-SIGN) signal is invalid. 

1- torque command direction selection (/T-SIGN) signal is effective. 

Pn404 

Analog torque command 

filtering time 
0~655.35 0.00 ms 0x0404 

Immediat

e effect 

One delay filter is applied to the input of analog torque command (T-TEF), so that the function of smoothing the 

torque command is usually not changed. If the setting value is too large, the responsiveness may be reduced. 

Pn405 
Analog torque command gain 10~100 30 0.1v/ rated torque 0x0405 

Immediat

e effect 

This parameter is used to set the analog voltage value of the servo motor rated torque (T-TEF). 

Pn406 

Analog torque command 

inversion 
0~1 0 - 0x0406 

Immediat

e effect 

0- positive polarity: positive voltage corresponding to positive torque command  1- negative polarity: positive voltage 

corresponding to negative torque command. 

Pn407 

Analog torque command dead 

zone 
0~3 0 V 0x0407 

Immediat

e effect 

In analog torque control, even if the input instruction is 0V, the servomotor is likely to rotate at a low speed. This is 

because there is a slight deviation in the instruction of the servo unit, and the deviation can be eliminated by setting the 

appropriate analog torque limit. 

Pn410 

Internal torque command 

during torque control 
-500~500 0 % 0x0410 

Immediat

e effect 

Setting the torque command size when the command source of the torque control is selected internally 

Pn411 

Speed limit mode setting for 

torque control 
 1 - 0x0411 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- the smaller one of the speed corresponding to the analog voltage (V-REF) and the speed set by Pn413 

1-Pn413 setting speed. 

Pn412 Speed limit selection 0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0412 Power 
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failure 

effective 

0- motor maximum speed (motor type) + torque mode speed limit (Pn411) 

1- overspeed detection alarm speed (motor type) + torque mode speed limit (Pn411) 

Pn413 
Speed limit in torque control 0~10000 1000 rpm 0x0413 

Immediat

e effect 

Set the speed limit in torque control, cooperate with Pn411. 

Pn420 

Target torque reaching set 

point 
0.0~500.0 100 - 0x0420 

Immediat

e effect 

Set the target torque to the set value. 

Pn421 

Target torque arrival time 

window 
0~1000 5 ms 0x0422 

Immediat

e effect 

When the output torque of the driver is greater than the set target torque and the duration is longer than the setting time, 

output target torque arrival signal. 

 

 
 
 

3.6 point correlation in group Pn5 
Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn500 Point jog speed 0~1000 500 rpm 0x0500 
Immediate 

effect 

Pn502 

Program jog operation mode 0x00~0x05 0 － 0x0502 
Immediate 

effect 

0-(wait time > forward migration) * cycle times  

1- (wait time > reverse movement) * cycle times 

2- (wait time > forward movement) * cycle times > (wait time > reverse movement) * cycle times 

3- (wait time > reverse movement) * cycle times > (wait time > forward movement) * cycle times 

4- (wait time > forward movement > wait time > reverse movement) * cycle times 

5- (wait time > reverse movement > wait time > forward movement) * cycle times 

Pn503 
Program jog mobile distance 1~1073741824 32768 Command unit 0x0503 

Immediate 

effect 

Set the jog distance ( instruction unit). 

Pn505 

Program jog acceleration and 

deceleration time 
2~10000 100 ms 0x0505 

Immediate 

effect 

time from 0r/min to rated speed (corresponding to motor type). 

Pn506 

Program jog wait time 0~10000 100 ms 0x0506 
Immediate 

effect 

Set up the waiting time between the JOG segments of the running program, and match the program JOG running mode 

(Pn502). 

Pn507 Program jog mobile number 0~1000 1 return 0x0507 
Immediate 

effect 
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Set the number of JOG moves in the running program, in line with the program JOG running mode (Pn502). 

Pn508 Program jog mobile speed 1~10000 500 rpm 0x0508 
Immediate 

effect  

3.7 Pn6 group switch configuration correlation. 
Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range Default value Company 

Postal 

address 
Effective way 

Pn600 

Switching mode input signal 

distribution mode 
0~1 1 - 0x0600 

Power failure 

effective 

0- internal fixed   1- parameter configuration 

Pn601 

Pn602 

Pn603 

Pn604 

Pn605 

Pn606 

Pn607 

Pn608 

Pn609 

Cn1-40 input configuration 0~0x114 0x01 - 0x0601 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-42 input configuration 0~0x114 0x02 - 0x0602 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-43 input configuration 0~0x114 0x03 - 0x0603 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-41 input configuration 0~0x114 0x05 - 0x0604 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-44 input configuration 0~0x114 0x04 - 0x0605 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-45 input configuration 0~0x114 0x06 - 0x0606 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-46 input configuration 0~0x114 0x07 - 0x0607 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-39 input configuration 0~0x114 0x00 - 0x0608 
Power failure 

effective 

Cn1-38 input configuration 0~0x114 0x00 - 0x0609 
Power failure 

effective 

0x00: invalid 

0x01: servo enable                             0x101: servo to reverse. 

0x02: forward limit                            0x102: forward limit release 

0x03: negative limit                            0x103: negative limit release 

0x04: alarm clearing                            0x104: alarm clearing reverse. 

0x05: manual PI-P control                       0x105: manual PI-P control reverse. 

0x06: torque limiting switching                   0x106: torque limiting switching reverse 

0x07: retain                                  0x107: retain 

0x08: internal speed command direction selection    0x108: internal speed instruction direction selection D reverse 

0x09: internal speed instruction selection A           0x109: internal speed instruction selection A reverse. 

0x0A: internal speed instruction selection B          0x10A: internal speed instruction selection B reverse. 

0x0B: control mode switching                   0x10B: control mode switching reverse 

0x0C: zero speed clamping                      0x10C: zero speed clamping reverse 

0x0D: instruction pulse prohibition                0x10D: instruction pulse prohibition reverse 

0x0E: gain switching                          0x10E: gain switching reverse 

0x0F: torque command direction selection          0x10F: torque command direction selection reverse 

0x10: command pulse rate switching              0x110: command pulse rate switching reverse 
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0x12: motor over temperature input               0x112: motor over temperature input reverse 

0x16: internal location instruction trigger           0x116: internal location instruction trigger reverse. 

0x17: internal location instruction selection Bit0       0x117: internal location instruction selection Bit0 reverse. 

0x18: internal location instruction selection Bit1       0x118: internal location instruction selection Bit1 to reverse. 

0x19: internal location instruction selection Bit2        0x119: internal location instruction selection Bit2 to reverse. 

0x1A: internal location instruction selection Bit3       0x11A: internal location instruction selection Bit3 to reverse. 

0x1B: internal location instruction selection Bit4       0x11B: internal location instruction selection Bit4 to reverse. 

0x1C: origin regression enable                    0x11C: origin regression enable reverse. 

0x1D: origin signal                            0x11D: origin signal reverse. 

0x1E: forward jog                             0x11E: forward jog reverse 

0x1F: negative jog                            0x11F: negative jog reverse  

0x20: internal position stop bit                   0x120: internal position stop bit reverse. 

The 0x21: capture function ON                  0x121: capture function ON reverse. 

Pn610 

Pn611 

Pn612 

Switch input internal configuration 1 0~0x14 0x00 - 0x0610 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Switch input internal configuration 2 0~0x14 0x00 - 0x0611 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Switch input internal configuration 3 0~0x14 0x00 - 0x0612 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0x00: invalid 

0x01: servo enable                             0x101: servo to reverse. 

0x02: forward limit                            0x102: forward limit release 

0x03: negative limit                            0x103: negative limit release 

0x04: alarm clearing                            0x104: alarm clearing reverse. 

0x05: manual PI-P control                       0x105: manual PI-P control reverse. 

0x06: torque limiting switching                   0x106: torque limiting switching reverse 

0x08: internal speed command direction selection    0x108: internal speed instruction direction selection D reverse 

0x09: internal speed instruction selection A           0x109: internal speed instruction selection A reverse. 

0x0A: internal speed instruction selection B          0x10A: internal speed instruction selection B reverse. 

0x0B: control mode switching                   0x10B: control mode switching reverse 

0x0C: zero speed clamping                      0x10C: zero speed clamping reverse 

0x0D: instruction pulse prohibition                0x10D: instruction pulse prohibition reverse 

0x0E: gain switching                          0x10E: gain switching reverse 

0x0F: torque command direction selection          0x10F: torque command direction selection reverse 

0x10: command pulse rate switching              0x110: command pulse rate switching reverse 

0x12: motor over temperature input               0x112: motor over temperature input reverse 

0x16: internal location instruction trigger           0x116: internal location instruction trigger reverse. 

0x17: internal location instruction selection Bit0       0x117: internal location instruction selection Bit0 reverse. 

0x18: internal location instruction selection Bit1       0x118: internal location instruction selection Bit1 to reverse. 

0x19: internal location instruction selection Bit2        0x119: internal location instruction selection Bit2 to reverse. 

0x1A: internal location instruction selection Bit3       0x11A: internal location instruction selection Bit3 to reverse. 

0x1B: internal location instruction selection Bit4       0x11B: internal location instruction selection Bit4 to reverse. 

0x1C: origin regression enable                    0x11C: origin regression enable reverse. 
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0x1E: forward jog                             0x11E: forward jog reverse 

0x1F: negative jog                            0x11F: negative jog reverse  

0x20: internal position stop bit                   0x120: internal position stop bit reverse. 

Pn613 

Pn614 

Pn615 

Cn1-25,26 output configuration 0~0x109 0x000 - 0x0613 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Cn1-27,28 output configuration 0~0x109 0x001 - 0x0614 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Cn1-29,30 output configuration 0~0x109 0x002 - 0x0615 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0x00: servo ready                    0x100: servo ready ready signal reverse 

0x01: positioning completes            0x101: positioning and completes signal reverse. 

0x02: speed consistency               0x102: speed consistency signal reverse 

0x03: rotation detection signal           0x103: rotation detection signal reverse 

0x04: torque limiting                   0x104: torque limiting reverse 

0x05: speed limiting                   0x105: speed limiting reverse   

0x06: brake chain                     0x106: brake chain signal reverse 

0x07: warns                         0x107: warning signal to reverse. 

0x08: positioning is close to signal        0x108: positioning is close to signal reverse. 

0x09: instruction pulse input multiplying switching signal 

0x109: instruction pulse input multiplying switching signal reverse 

0x0A: torque reaches output             0x10A: torque reaches output reverse. 

0x11: origin regression completes signal   0x111: origin regression completes signal reverse. 

Pn622 

Function selector switch 0x00~0x11 0 － 0x0622 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0x1#: switch output alarm output (ALM) signalnis high,efficientive  

0x0#: switch output alarm output (ALM) signal is low,effective. 

0x#1: no detection warning    0x#0: detection warning. 

 

3.8 Pn7 group extended correlation 
Function 

code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn730 
No motor test function selection 0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0730 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- invalid 1- valid. 

Pn731 

Resolution selection of encoder 

without motor test function 
0~3 1 － 0x0731 

Power 

failure 

effective 

When selecting the non motor test mode, the motor encoder resolution setting is 0-13 bits, 1-17 bits, 2-20 bits and 3-23 

bits. 
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Pn732 

Type selection of encoder without 

motor test function 
0x00~0x01 0 － 0x0732 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Set up no motor test function encoder type:  0- incremental encoder   1- absolute encoder. 

Pn792 
Absolute encoder operation 0~2 0 － 0x0792 

Power 

failure 

effective 

0- no action   1- writes the motor parameters to the encoder EEPROM   2- clear cycle number. 

 

 

 

 

3.9 Pn8 group extended correlation 
Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn800 

Origin regression 

control word 
0~ 0xFFFFFFFF 0x0 - 0x0800 

Immediate 

effect 

The origin of the regression control mode settings, refer to the detailed version of the eighth chapter. 

Pn802 

Zero position paranoid 

value 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0802 

Immediate 

effect 

Zero position offset setting 

Pn804 
Pr1 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0804 

Immediate 

effect 

For the first section, please refer to the eighth chapter. 

Pn806 

Pr1 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0806 

Immediate 

effect 

Set the position of the first section. 

Pn808 
Pr2 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0808 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn80A 

Pr2 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0810 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Second section setting 

Pn80C 
Pr3 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x080C 

Power 

failure 

effective 

Same to Pn804 

Pn80E 

Pr3 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x080E 

Immediate 

effect 

Third section setting 
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Pn810 
Pr4 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0810 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn812 

Pr4 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0812 

Immediate 

effect 

Fourth section setting 

Pn814 
Pr5 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0814 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn816 

Pr5 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0816 

Immediate 

effect 

Fifth section setting 

Pn818 
Pr6 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0818 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn81A 

Pr6 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x081A 

Immediate 

effect 

Sixth section setting 

Pn81C 
Pr7 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x081C 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn81E 

Pr7 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x081E 

Immediate 

effect 

Seventh section setting 

Pn820 
Pr8 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0820 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn822 

Pr8 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0822 

Immediate 

effect 

Eighth section setting 

Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn824 
Pr9 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0824 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn826 

Pr9 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0826 

Immediate 

effect 

Ninth section setting 

Pn828 
Pr10 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0828 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn82A 
Pr10 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x082A 

Immediate 

effect 
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Tenth section setting 

Pn82C 
Pr11 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x082C 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn82E 

Pr11 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x082E 

Immediate 

effect 

Eleventh section setting 

Pn830 
Pr12 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0830 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn832 

Pr12 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0832 

Immediate 

effect 

Twelfth section setting 

Pn834 
Pr13 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0834 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn836 

Pr13 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0836 

Immediate 

effect 

Thirteenth section setting 

Pn838 
Pr14 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0838 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn83A 

Pr14 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x083A 

Immediate 

effect 

Fourteenth section setting 

Pn83C 
Pr15 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x083C 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn83E 

Pr15 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x083E 

Immediate 

effect 

Fifteenth section setting 

  

  

Pn840 
Pr16 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0840 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn842 

Pr16 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0840 

Immediate 

effect 

Sixteenth section setting 

Pn844 
Pr17 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0844 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 
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Pn846 

Pr17 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0846 

Immediate 

effect 

Seventeenth section setting 

Functio

n? 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn848 
Pr18 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0848 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn84A 

Pr18 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x084A 

Immediate 

effect 

Eighteenth section setting 

Pn84C 
Pr19 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x084C 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn84E 

Pr19 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x084E 

Immediate 

effect 

Nineteenth section setting 

Pn850 
Pr20 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0850 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn852 

Pr20 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0852 

Immediate 

effect 

Twentieth section setting 

Pn854 
Pr21 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0854 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn856 

Pr21 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0856 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-second section setting 

Pn858 
Pr22 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0856 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn85A 

Pr22 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x085A 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-second section setting 

Pn85C 
Pr23 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x085C 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn85E 

Pr23 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x085E 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-third section setting 

Pn860 Pr24 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0860 
Immediate 

effect 
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Same to Pn804 

Pn862 

Pr24 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0862 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-fourth section setting 

Pn864 
Pr25 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0864 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn866 

Pr25 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0866 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-fifth section setting 

Pn868 
Pr26 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0868 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn86A 

Pr26 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x086A 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-sixth section setting 

Pn86C 
Pr27 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x086C 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn86E 

Pr27 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x086E 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-seventh section setting 

Pn870 
Pr28 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0870 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn872 

Pr28 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0872 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-eighth section setting 

Pn874 
Pr29 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0874 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn876 

Pr29 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x0876 

Immediate 

effect 

Twenty-ninth section setting 

Pn878 
Pr30 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x0878 

Immediate 

effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn87A 

Pr30 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x087A 

Immediate 

effect 

Thirtieth section setting 

Pn87C Pr31 control word 0~ 0x80000000 0x0 － 0x087C Immediate 
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effect 

Same to Pn804 

Pn87E 

Pr31 instruction pulse 

count 
-2147483648~2147483647 0 Command unit 0x087E 

Immediate 

effect 

Thirty-first section setting 

Pn880 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 0 
0 ~ 60000 50 ms 0x0880 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 0 

Pn881 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 1 
0 ~ 60000 200 ms 0x0881 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 1 

Pn882 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 2 
0 ~ 60000 300 ms 0x0882 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 2 

Pn883 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 3 
0 ~ 60000 400 ms 0x0883 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 3 

Pn884 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 4 
0 ~ 60000 500 ms 0x0884 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 4 

Pn885 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 5 
0 ~ 60000 600 ms 0x0885 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 5 

Pn886 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 6 
0 ~ 60000 700 ms 0x0886 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 6 

Pn887 

Pr acceleration and 

deceleration time 7 
0 ~ 60000 800 ms 0x0887 

Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration time set 7 

Pn888 
Pr target speed 0 0~6000 100 r/min 0x0888 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 0 settings 

Pn889 
Pr target speed 1 0~6000 200 r/min 0x0889 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 1 settings 

Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn88A 
Pr target speed 2 0~6000 500 r/min 0x088A 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 2 settings 

Pn88B 
Pr target speed 3 0~6000 1000 r/min 0x088B 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 3 settings 
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Pn88C 
Pr target speed 4 0~6000 1500 r/min 0x088C 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 4 settings 

Pn88D 
Pr target speed 5 0~6000 2000 r/min 0x088D 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 5 settings 

Pn88E 
Pr target speed 6 0~6000 2500 r/min 0x088E 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 6 settings 

Pn88F 
Pr target speed 7 0~6000 3000 r/min 0x088F 

Immediate 

effect 

Target speed 7 settings 

Pn890 
Pr delay time 0 0~6000 0 0.1s 0x0890 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 0 settings 

Pn891 
Pr delay time 1 0~6000 1 0.1s 0x0891 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 1 settings 

Pn892 
Pr delay time 2 0~6000 5 0.1s 0x0892 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 2 settings 

Pn893 
Pr delay time 3 0~6000 10 0.1s 0x0893 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 3 settings 

Pn894 
Pr delay time 4 0 ~ 60000 100 0.1s 0x0894 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 4 settings 

Pn895 
Pr delay time 5 0 ~ 60000 1000 0.1s 0x0895 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 5 settings 

Pn896 
Pr delay time 6 0 ~ 60000 5000 0.1s 0x0896 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 6 settings 

Pn897 
Pr delay time 7 0 ~ 60000 10000 0.1s 0x0897 

Immediate 

effect 

Delay time 7 settings 

Pn898 

Pr command 

communication trigger 
0~65535 20000 ms 0x0898 

Immediate 

effect 

Instruction trigger mode settings 

Pn899 

Origin regression 

method 
1~34 1 - 0x0899 

Immediate 

effect 

You can set the way back to the origin by this parameter. 1~34 has 34 kinds of origin regression, and refer to the 8 chapter 

origin regression. 
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Pn89A 

Origin regression high 

speed 
0~3000 100 r/min 0x089A 

Immediate 

effect 

High speed value setting for origin regression 

Pn89B 

Origin regression low 

speed 
0~3000 10 r/min 0x089B 

Immediate 

effect 

Low speed and high speed setting for origin regression 

Pn89C 

Origin regression, 

acceleration and 

deceleration time 

0~60000 200 ms 0x089C 
Immediate 

effect 

Acceleration and deceleration speed setting in origin regression process 

Functio

n code 
Parameter name Range 

Default 

value 
Company 

Postal 

address 

Effective 

way 

Pn89D 
Origin location value -2147483648~2147483647 0 Instruction pulse 0x089D 

Immediate 

effect 

Set the origin position monitoring 

Pn89F 
Point function 0~65535 0 - 0x089F 

Immediate 

effect 

Click function settings: 0 - stop running; 1 - forward jog; 2 - negative jog. 
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4 Monitoring display 
Monitorin

g code 
Monitor name Range Company 

Postal 

address 

Un000 Rotating speed of motor 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF rpm 0xE000 

Un001 Speed command 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF rpm 0xE001 

Un002 Internal torque command 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF % 0xE002 

Un003 Rotor relative to Z pulse position 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF pulse 0xE003 

Un004 Electrical angle 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF ° 0xE004 

Un005 Input instruction pulse speed 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF rpm 0xE005 

Un006 Input instruction pulse counter 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF Command unit 0xE006 

Un007 FeeDBack pulse counter 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF Command unit 0xE007 

Un008 FeeDBack pulse counter 1 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF Encoder pulse unit 0xE008 

Un009 Positional deviation 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF Command unit 0xE009 

Un00A Accumulated load rate 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF % 0xE00A 

Un00B Regeneration loading rate 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF % 0xE00B 

Un00C DB resistance consumes power. 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF % 0xE00C 

Un00D Effective gain monitoring 1~2 － 0xE00D 

Un00E Total run time 0~0xFFFFFFFF 0.1s 0xE00E 

Un00F Overload rate 0~0xFFFFFFFF % 0xE00F 

Un010 Absolute encoder single loop value 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF Encoder unit 0xE010 

Un011 Absolute encoder multi loop value 0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF - 0xE011 

Un012 
External encoder feeDBack pulse counter 

0x80000000~0x7FFFFFFF 
External encoder 

unit 
0xE012 

Un035 Version number of ARM software 0~0xFFFF - 0xE035 

Un036 Version number of FPGA Software 0~0xFFFF - 0xE036 

Un087 Encoder communication exception number 0~0xFFFF - 0xE087 

Un089 Internal temperature of actuator 0~0xFFFF ℃ 0xE089 

Un091 Motor temperature 0~0xFFFF ℃ 0xE091 

Un100 IO port input signal monitoring 0~0xFFFF － 0xE100 

Un101 IO port output signal monitoring 0~0xFFFF － 0xE101 

Un102 T-TEF monitoring 0~0xFFFF % 0xE102 

Un103 V-REF monitoring 0~0xFFFF rpm 0xE103 

Un104 Pulse input frequency 0~0xFFFFFFFF Hz 0xE104 

Un108 External input instruction pulse counter 0~0xFFFFFFFF Command unit 0xE108 

Un110 
Internal signal condition monitoring 

synthesis 
0~0xFFFFFFFF － 0xE110 

Un120 
Internal input signal status monitoring 

synthesis 
0~0xFFFFFFFF － 0xE120 

Un130 Internal output signal status monitoring 0~0xFFFFFFFF － 0xE130 
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synthesis 

Un140 Main loop bus voltage 0~0xFFFF V 0xE140 

Un141 Effective value of current feeDBack 0~0xFFFF 0.01A 0xE141 

Un14B D axis current command monitoring 0~0xFFFF % 0xE14B 

Monitorin

g code 
Monitor name Range Company 

Postal 

address 

Un220 Torque command voltage (uncorrected) 0~0xFFFF mv 0xE220 

Un221 Torque command voltage (after correction) 0~0xFFFF mv 0xE221 

Un222 Speed command voltage (not corrected) 0~0xFFFF mv 0xE222 

Un223 Speed command voltage (after correction) 0~0xFFFF mv 0xE223 

Un300 Current alert code 0~0xFFFF － 0xE300 

Un301 Last warning code 0~0xFFFF － 0xE301 

Un302 Timestamp when the alarm occurred 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE302 

Un303 Rotation speed of motor when alarm occurs 0~0xFFFF rpm 0xE303 

Un304 Speed command when alarm occurs 0~0xFFFF rpm 0xE304 

Un305 
Internal torque command during alarm 

occurrence 
0~0xFFFF % 0xE305 

Un306 
Input instruction pulse speed when alarm 

occurs 
0~0xFFFF rpm 0xE306 

Un307 Deviation counter when alarm occurs 0~0xFFFFFFFF pulse 0xE307 

Un308 Main circuit bus voltage when alarm occurs 0~0xFFFF V 0xE308 

Un309 
The effective value of current feeDBack 

when the alarm occurs 
0~0xFFFF % 0xE309 

Un30A Cumulative load rate when alarm occurs 0~0xFFFF % 0xE30A 

Un30B Regeneration load rate when alarm occurs 0~0xFFFF % 0xE30B 

Un30C 
DB resistance consumes power when the 

alarm occurs. 
0~0xFFFF % 0xE30C 

Un30D 
Maximum cumulative load rate when alarm 

occurs 
0~0xFFFF % 0xE30D 

Un30E Moment of inertia ratio when alarm occurs 0~0xFFFF % 0xE30E 

Un30F 
Abnormal number of serial encoders 

communication when alarm occurs 
0~0xFFFF － 0xE30F 

Un310 
Internal signal monitoring when alarm 

occurs 
0~0xFFFFFFFF - 0xE310 

Un313 
Monitoring of internal input signal when 

alarm occurs 
0~0xFFFFFFFF - 0xE313 

Un317 
Internal output signal monitoring when 

alarm occurs 
0~0xFFFFFFFF - 0xE317 

Un320 Fault code history 1 0~0xFFFF - 0xE320 

Un321 Fault code history 2 0~0xFFFF - 0xE321 

Un322 Fault code history 3 0~0xFFFF - 0xE322 

Un323 Fault code history 4 0~0xFFFF - 0xE323 
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Un324 Fault code history 5 0~0xFFFF - 0xE324 

Un325 Fault code history 6 0~0xFFFF - 0xE325 

Un326 Fault code history 7 0~0xFFFF - 0xE326 

Un327 Fault code history 8 0~0xFFFF - 0xE327 

Un328 Fault code history 9 0~0xFFFF - 0xE328 

Un329 Fault code history 10 0~0xFFFF - 0xE329 

Un330 Fault time history 1 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE330 

Un331 Fault time history 2 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE331 

Un332 Fault time history 3 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE332 

Un333 Fault time history 4 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE333 

Un334 Fault time history 5 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE334 

Monitorin

g code 
Monitor name Range Company 

Postal 

address 

Un335 Fault time history 6 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE335 

Un336 Fault time history 7 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE336 

Un337 Fault time history 8 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE337 

Un338 Fault time history 9 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE338 

Un339 Fault time history 10 0~0xFFFFFFFF 100ms 0xE339 

、 

 

5  Auxiliary function 
The auxiliary function is displayed as the serial number beginning with Fn, and performs functions related to the operation 

and adjustment of the servo motor. 

The following table lists auxiliary functions and reference items. 

Auxiliary 

function number 

Function description Auxiliary function 

number 

Function description 

Fn 000 Display alarm record Fn 102 
Manual adjustment of torque 

instruction offset 

Fn 001 Clear alarm record Fn 103 Automatic adjustment of current bias 

Fn 002 Software reset Fn 104 Manual adjustment of current bias 

Fn 003 Restore factory parameters Fn 105 
Initialize the detected value of 

vibration detection. 

Fn 005 Jog operation Fn 303 Bandwidth setting 

Fn 006 Program jog operation Fn 401 EasyFFT 

Fn 100 
Automatic adjustment of instruction 

offset 
Fn 402 Online vibration monitoring 

Fn 101 
Manual adjustment of speed 

instruction offset 
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6 Fault and warning 
6.1 trouble code 

fault 

Code 
fault type Solution 

alert 

categ

ory 

Er.020 
Parameters and 

check exceptions 

1. After initialization of parameter setting value, input parameters again. 

2, first write the power level of the driver to 0, then write the correct power level. 

Note: after the power level is written, current detection correction, analog input 

correction, bus voltage correction should be implemented. 

3, servo driver failure, replace servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.021 

Parameter 

formatting 

exception 

(inconsistent 

version number) 

1. Perform soft reset. If the fault is still reported, write the power level of the 

driver to 0, then write the correct power level. Note: after the power level is 

written, current detection correction, analog input correction, bus voltage 

correction should be implemented. 

2, servo driver failure, replace servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.022 
System and check 

exceptions 

1. Perform soft reset. If the fault is still reported, write the power level of the 

driver to 0, then write the correct power level. Note: after the power level is 

written, current detection correction, analog input correction, bus voltage 

correction should be implemented. 

2, servo driver failure, replace servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.030 

Abnormal 

detection of main 

circuit 

1. servo driver failure, replace servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.040 
Parameter setting 

exception 

1. Check whether the parameters after the change are out of range. 

2, check whether the setting of electronic gear ratio is within the set range 

(electronic gear ratio: 0.001~16777216/100). 

3. Check whether the servo driver matches the capacity of the servo motor. 

4. I/o terminals define duplication. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.041 

Frequency pulse 

output setting 

exception 

According to the number of encoder, the frequency of the encoder is set to the 

appropriate value. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.042 

Parameter 

combination 

anomaly 

1, set the setting value of electronic gear ratio within the set range. 

2, make the relevant settings of program jog conform to logic. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.044 

Semi closed loop / 

full closed loop 

parameter setting 

exception 

1. correctly set half closed loop / full closed loop parameters. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.050 
Drive and motor 

capacity mismatch 

1, check whether the drive power and motor power are correct. 

2, replace the drive or motor to a reasonable extent. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.051 
Products do not 

support alarm. 

1. connect the functional modules that are not supported by the product, please 

use the matching combination. 

1 

categ
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ory 

Er.080 

Encoder set of unit 

pulse 

corresponding to 

distance setting 

exception 

1. correctly set the distance corresponding to the unit pulse of the encoder. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.08A 

Position sensor 

resolution setting 

exception 

Correctly set position sensor resolution 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.0b0 

Servo on 

instruction invalid 

alarm 

Re power up or perform soft reset 

1 

categ

ory 

 

fault 

Code 
fault type Solution 

alert 

categ

ory 

Er.100 Overcurrent fault 

1, check whether the motor phase sequence is wrong. 

2, check whether the motor is damaged, use multimeter to measure whether the 

u/v/w is short or not. 

3. Check whether the encoder angle of the motor is correct. 

4. The virtual phase oscilloscope monitors the UV phase current sampling AD 

value under the disabled condition to determine whether it is the driver hardware 

current sampling failure, which is normally near 0 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.300 
Regeneration 

failure 

1. Connect the external regenerative resistor correctly. 

2. After troubleshooting the wiring fault, it may be a servo driver problem. 

Replace the servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.320 
Regeneration 

overload 

1. Do not check whether the bus voltage of the drive bus is within a reasonable 

range. If the bus voltage is detected wrongly, there may be a false brake or a 

wrong protection. 

2. Confirm whether the wiring of the brake resistor is correct. 

3. According to the load condition, considering the choice of the current brake 

resistance, it is specific to see the selection rule of brake resistance. 

4, If the wiring is correct, and the braking resistor is selected reasonably, and the 

regenerative overload is still reported during operation, you can use a host 

computer or keyboard to monitor whether the bus voltage has reached a braking 

point during operation and whether there is a small drop. If the bus voltage rises 

smoothly when it reaches the braking point, it can be judged that the brake tube 

is damaged 

5. If the fault is reported in the last operation, then a power up operation is 

running. 

2 

categ

ory 

 

Er.330 
Main circuit power 

wiring error 
1. connect the main loop power line correctly. 

1 

categ
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ory 

Er.400 Overvoltage 

1. When not enabled, measure the power supply voltage and monitor whether 

the bus voltage (Un140) is 1.414 times the input power supply voltage (AC 

effective value). If the deviation is large, it can be determined that the bus 

voltage detection hardware is faulty 

2. Measure the power supply voltage. If the power supply voltage is adjustable, 

adjust the power supply voltage to within the product specifications. If it is not 

adjustable and the power supply voltage is in an unstable state, you can install a 

voltage regulator 

3. Consider the operating conditions and load to determine whether the selection 

of the braking resistor is reasonable (whether the resistance is too large). If it is 

overvoltage caused by frequent acceleration and deceleration, consider replacing 

the braking resistor 

4. The brake tube may be damaged. Check the brake tube. 

5. Make sure that the motor runs under the state of allowable moment of inertia 

ratio and mass ratio. 

6. The servo driver is faulty. Replace the servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.410 Undervoltage 

1, check whether the power input terminal is connected properly. 

2, do not make the measurement of the power supply voltage, and monitor 

whether the bus voltage (Un140) is 1.414 times the input voltage (AC effective 

value). If the deviation is large, it can be determined as the hardware fault of bus 

voltage detection. 

3. Measure the input voltage. If the power supply voltage is adjustable, the 

power supply voltage will be transferred to the product specification. 

4. Measure the input voltage. If the input voltage fluctuation is large, you can 

recommend the customer to install the regulator. 

5. If the power supply capacity is adjustable, it is suggested that the customer 

talk about the power supply capacity increase. 

2 

categ

ory 

Er.42A 
Over temperature 

of motor 

1, reduce motor load 

2. Enhance the heat dissipation of the motor. 

3. Check the overtemperature signal circuit of the motor. 

1 

categ

ory 

 

fault 

Code 
fault type Solution 

alert 

categ

ory 

Er.510 Over speed 

1, confirm whether there is a problem with the electrical connection, and 

whether the UVW three-phase is reversed. 

2, confirm whether there is connection exception in the encoder. 

3. Confirm that the highest speed setting in the motor parameters is correct. 

4, confirm whether the input instruction exceeds the overspeed value. 

5, reduce servo gain or set a certain smoothing time. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.511 

Frequency 

division pulse 

output overspeed 

1, reduce the number of output pulses per cycle (Pn070). 

2, if conditions permit, reduce motor speed. 

1 

categ

ory 
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Er.520 Vibration alarm 

1. If conditions permit, reduce motor speed or reduce speed loop gain. 

2. Correctly set the moment of inertia ratio. 

3, set the vibration detection value (Pn187) and the sensitivity of vibration 

detection (Pn186) appropriately. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.550 
Maximum speed 

setting exception 
Set the highest speed setting correctly. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.710 

Overload 

(instantaneous 

maximum load) 

1.Check if the motor is blocked during running 

2. Check if there is any problem with the motor wiring (phase sequence and 

connection) and encoder wiring. 

3. Consider the operating conditions and load to determine whether the driver or 

motor is selected properly 

4. Observe whether the motor has a large jitter during the operation and whether 

there is a large noise. If so, adjust the gain parameters to eliminate noise or jitter. 

At the same time, use a virtual oscilloscope to monitor the motor output torque 

for abnormalities. 

2 

categ

ory 

Er.720 

Overload 

(continuous 

maximum load) 

1. Check if there is any problem with the motor wiring (phase sequence and 

connection) and encoder wiring. 

2. Consider the operating conditions and load to determine whether the driver or 

motor is selected properly 

3. Observe whether the motor has a large jitter during the operation and whether 

there is a large noise. If so, adjust the gain parameters to eliminate noise or jitter. 

At the same time, use a virtual oscilloscope to monitor the motor for abnormal 

output torque. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.730 DB overload 1 

1, overloading when shutting down, resulting in overload of DB resistance, 

trying to reduce operation speed or reduce load. 

2, check whether the motor is driven by external force. 

3, according to the needs of customers, we need to re evaluate whether we need 

to go through the DB mode when stopping. If we don't need it, we can stop in 

other ways. 

4. If the fault is reported in the last operation, then a power up operation is 

running. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.731 DB overload 2 

1, reduce the speed of servo motor instruction. 

2, reduce the moment of inertia ratio. 

3, servo driver problem, replace servo. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.740 

Impulse current 

limit resistor 

overload 

1 servo driver failure, replace servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.7A0 Radiator overheat 

1, with a fan drive, check whether the air duct is blocked, and whether the fan is 

damaged. 

2, check the installation conditions of the driver, whether the heat dissipation 

condition is good, and improve the heat dissipation condition of the driver as 

much as possible. 

3, check the driver's carrying condition. If the load is too heavy, you can suggest 

that the customer replace the driver with high power section. 

2 

categ

ory 
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4, if conditions permit, the driver carrier frequency can be reduced. 

Er.7AA 

Temperature 

anomaly of control 

panel 

1, improve the installation conditions of the servo driver and reduce the ambient 

temperature. 

2. Reconfirm the load conditions and operation conditions. 

3, servo driver failure, replace servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

fault 

Code 
fault type Solution 

alert 

categ

ory 

Er.7AB 
Servo driver with 

built-in fan stop 

1. Is there a foreign body blocking fan? 

2, servo driver failure, replace servo driver. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.810 
Encoder backup 

exception 

1. Check the battery supply status of the multi loop encoder. 

2. Multi circle encoder zero action. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.820 

Encoder and 

number calibration 

alarm 

Encoder and number calibration alarm 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.830 
Battery under 

voltage 
Replacement of multi cycle encoder battery 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.840 
Encoder data 

abnormity 
Encoder data abnormity 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.850 Encoder overspeed Encoder overspeed 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.860 
Encoder 

temperature high 

1, reduce motor load rate 

2, enhance the heat dissipation effect of motor. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.8A0 
Exception of 

external encoder 
1. check external external encoder wiring. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.900 
CANopen node 

protection failure 

1, check whether the slave line is dropped. 

2, check whether the node protection time is set correctly. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.901 

CANopen 

heartbeat detection 

timeout 

1, check whether the host dropped the line. 

2, check whether the heartbeat detection time matches the host heartbeat 

production time. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.BF4 
Hardware 

overcurrent 

Unplug the power line and re connect the power supply of the servo unit. If there 

is an alarm, it may be a servo unit failure. Replace the servo unit. If not, confirm 

whether it is a power line or a motor fault. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.C10 Runaway alarm 

1. confirm the wiring of the motor is normal. 

2, check whether the motor and encoder are normal. 

3, re connect the servo driver power supply, and there is still an alarm. It may be 

a servo driver failure. 

1 

categ

ory 
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Er.C90 

Encoder 

communication 

failure: broken line 
1, Use multimeter to test the encoder signal lines, whether there is a signal line 

break. 

2. Check the type of the encoder line to confirm the correctness of the model. 

3, check the encoder line length, the encoder line can not be too long. 

4, there may be interference, try to drive the ground or encoder line around the 

magnetic ring. 

5. Check the motor group parameters to confirm the correctness of the motor. 

6, eliminate all kinds of reasons, maybe servo driver failure, replace servo unit. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.C91 

Encoder 

communication 

location data 

acceleration 

anomaly 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.CA0 
Encoder parameter 

exception 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.D00 
Excessive location 

error 

1, set the appropriate location deviation too large alarm value. 

2, check whether the encoder line and motor line are connected properly. You 

can turn the motor by hand to monitor whether the Un003 (rotor relative Z pulse 

position) is changed between 0~16777216 (24 bit encoder). 

3, whether the calculation of pulse frequency input, acceleration planning or 

electronic gear ratio is reasonable is reasonable. 

4, determine whether the relevant parameters are reasonable, such as torque 

limit, speed limit, inertia ratio, position gain, speed gain is too small, and location 

filter. 

5, calculate whether the motor is selected too small, and the acceleration and 

deceleration is too slow, resulting in excessive position deviation. 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.D01 

When the servo on 

is too large, the 

position deviation 

is too large. 

Set the correct value of Pn267 (servo ON position deviation excessive 

threshold). 

1 

categ

ory 

Er.D02 

Warning of 

excessive position 

error caused by 

servo on time 

speed limit 

Set the maximum tolerance value of the correct position deviation (Pn264). 

Or set the servo ON time limit value (Pn270) to the correct value. 

2 

categ

ory 

Er.D10 

The deviation 

between motor 

and load is too 

large. 

Confirm the rotation direction of the motor and the installation direction of the 
external encoder. 
Troubleshooting mechanical installation. 
The parameter Pn250 is set to the correct value. 

2 

categ

ory 

 

6.2 Warning code 
Warning 

code 
type Solution 

AL.900 
Warning of excessive position 

deviation 

1, properly set relevant parameters such as gear ratio, gain, position 

filtering, torque limitation and so on. 

2. Confirm the wiring of the encoder line. 

3, eliminate all kinds of reasons, maybe servo driver failure, replace 

servo unit. 
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AL.901 
Warning of excessive position 

deviation in servo on 
Correctly set servo on position deviation too high threshold 

AL.910 Overload warning 
1. Confirm the connection of electric motor and encoder. 

2, motor or drive type selection is not appropriate. 

AL.911 Vibration warning 
1, reduce motor speed or reduce speed loop gain. 

2. Correctly set the moment of inertia ratio. 

AL.920 Regenerative overload warning 

1, set the supply voltage within the specification range. 

2, set the resistance value and capacity correctly. 

3, servo driver problem, replace servo driver. 

AL.921 DB overload warning 

1, reduce the speed of servo motor instruction. 

2, reduce the moment of inertia ratio. 

3, servo driver problem, replace servo driver. 

AL.930 Battery under voltage warning Battery replacement 

AL.941 
Parameter change warnings that need 

to be re powered off 
Power failure restart 

AL.971 Undervoltage warning 
1. Adjust the ac/dc supply voltage to the product specification. 

2, increase power supply capacity. 

AL.9A0 Servo override 

1. Connect the overshoot signal correctly. 

2. Confirm the accuracy of the operation instructions of the upper 

computer device. 
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Brake resistance type selection 

Model Braking Built in resistance Minimum external Maximum external 

SD700-1R1A 

380 

nothing 40 400 

SD700-1R7A nothing 40 200 

SD700-3R3A nothing 40 100 

SD700-5R5A 40Ω 60W 25 70 

SD700-7R6A 40Ω 60W 15 50 

SD700-9R5A 40Ω 60W 15 40 

SD700-2R5D 

700 

80Ω 60W 80 225 

SD700-3R8D 80Ω 60W 55 180 

SD700-6R0D 40Ω 60W 35 110 

SD700-8R4D 40Ω 60W 25 85 

SD700-110D 40Ω 60W 25 70 

SD700-170D 30Ω 200W 30 50 

SD700-240D 30Ω 200W 15 40 

SD700-300D 30Ω 200W 15 30 

SD700-500D nothing 10 20 

SD700-600D nothing 10 20 

SD700-700D nothing 10 15 

SD700-800D nothing 10 15 

SD700-121D nothing 8 12 

Note: When an external braking resistor is required, please select the resistance value of the braking resistor according to the above table, and select 

the power of the braking resistor according to the braking frequency of the site conditions and the heat dissipation conditions of the braking resistor. 

Consult the manufacturer. 
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Packing list 

 

Items Description Quantity 

1 Servo Drive 1 

2 SCSI Plus(50P) 1 

3 Simple Manual 1 

4 7P Pluggable Terminals Block 1 

5 3P Pluggable Terminals Block 1 

6 Terminal Handle 1 

Remark: Item 4, 5 and 6 are only for below modes: 

SD700-1R1A-**/SD700-1R8A-**/SD700-3R3A-** 

 

 

When open the package, please carefully check if the contents are 

consistent with the packing list. Any doubt, please contact your 

dealer. 
 

 

 


